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Lamps and Lighting-
A Vision of the Future

T T IS practically always unwise to try to forecast

I tne future. This is true of human affairs, of the
^ relations between nations and it is true in sci-
ence and the arts. I therefore want to make it clear
that in selecting the title "Iramps ancl Lighting -a Vision of the Future," I shall be attempting to
draw conclusions from the present state of the art
rather than to predict possible developments from
premises which must be at the best uncertain.

Let me first of all ask you to look with me at
the incandescent electric lamp. Developments in
this field have ceased. to be dramatic. This can be
due to one of two factors, either we are approach-
ing an upper limit of efficiency for a given designed
life for each of the normal types of lamp, or we
have become hide-bound in our thinking, and be-
cause we are travelling along wei.I worn tracks,
have failed to strike out in fresh directions which
may lead us to hitherto unsuspectecl possibilities in
the production of incandescent light. I-.ret us look
at eaeh of these possibilities in turn.

The filaments of our ineandescent lamps are
made from tungsten, an element with a melting
point of 3655K. For each type of lamp whether it
be of vacuum coil design for traction purposes or
a single or a coiled-coil gas-filled lamp, or whether
it be one of the many different designs of high
brightness projection lamps, there is a maximum
average efficiency obtainable by the best manufae-
turers for a given designed average life. Develop-
ments in the last two or three decades have pro-
ceedecl in the direction of red.ucing the spread be-
tween individual lamps and the spread between
batches of Iamps made by different manufacturers.
As a result the average quality of this class of lamp
has gradually but steadily been improved. In this
connection it is worthy of note that lamp manufac-
turers all over the world at an early stage in the
evolution of the industry recognized their separate
and joint responsibilities for promoting the produc-
tion and development of the best possible sources
of light.

Exchange of information among the lamp com-
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panies has therefore proceeded freely for many
years and. the main d.ifferences which still remain
in the quality of tungsten filament lamps as be-
tween different manufaeturers are not generally
those due to differences in "know-how" but are due
to differences in the extent to which local circum-
stances make it possible to take advantage of the
optimum conditions of manufacture which alone
can lead to the highest quality. Developments in
st*able glasses, in the production of pure gases, in
vacuum physics, and in the metallurgy of tungsten,
have all contributed to this end. '

Having in mind these things, it is good to be able
to reflect and. record that in the electric lamp indus-
try the endeavour of all reputable manufa'eturers
has always been to strive after the optimum per-
formance. It is recognized that this optimum per-
formance in the case of tungsten filament lamps is
governed by the nature of the materials with which
we have to deal and with the physical factors in-
volved in the construction of the lamp. It is a
function of the vapour pressure characteristics of
tungsten under the conditions which obtain inside
the lamp. It is a function to a lesser degree of the
unavoidable losses due to conduction through the
leading-in wires of the lamp and the fi.lament sup-
ports, losses due to eonduction and convection in
the gas-filling and the slight loss due to absorption
and total internal reflection at the face of the glass
bulb and that due to the solid angle subtended b'
the cap. The evaporation characteristics are also to
some degree affected by the surface condition of
the tungsten wire usecl for making the filament and
hence by the composition of the wire itself, its
crystalline structure and its surface condition. The
thermal losses due to the gas-filling are influenced
by the gas pressure and the percentage of argon to
nitrogen used in the filling. The maximum obtain-
able gas-filling pressure is generally always desir-
able and here the practical limitation is due to the
neeil for pipping off the exhaust stem of the lamp
at a pressure not greater than atmospheric or not
very much higher. The higher the ratio of argon to
nitrogen in the gas-filling, the higher the quality of
the ffnished lamp, but with too high a ratio there
is a liability to an increase in the gas current in
parallel with the filament and to explosive rupture
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tiue,to arcing at the instant of failure. This is of
course a problem which exists to a greater exteut
in Great Britain and Europe than in your country
due to our use of 200- to 250-volt mains. The use
of fused-in lead constructions for both single and
coiled-coil lamps to enable higher argon ratios to be
used is now being extendecl in various countries.

All these factors, however, are as mentioned at
the beginning factors which can influence the final
result by only a small amount assuming that the
general lamp manufacturing technique is good and
the technical control of the lamp making process is
adequate at a1I stages.

Let us now turn to some considerations of the
second. of my two premises, namely, the possibility
that by treading well worn paths, we may be miss-
ing some new avenue along which lies the means to
produce a verJr material increase in the efiiciency of
the incandescent lamp. There can be no doubt that
in the case of the comparatively low-wattage type
of ordinary gas-filled lamp of either single or coiled-
coil construction, an immediate improvement would
result from the substitution of krypton for argon.
This is of course well known. While supplies of
krypton are now freely available from tiquid air
plants in various parts of the world the cost is
generally prohibitive compared. with the magnitude
of the possible improvement in luminous efticieney
for a given life.

A still greater benefit would result from the use
of fillings of xenon. Here, however, the matter does
not appear to even be remotely within the bounds
of practical possibilities in vierv of the extreme
rarity of this constituent of the earth's atmosphere.
X'or special high-power high-brightness tungsten
filament projection lamps, mercury vapour at high

pressure either with or without xenon or other
monatomic gas has definite possibilities and has
been used in experimental designs with gratifying
results. There is, however, no likelihood whatever
that mercury vapour could be used as a gas-filling
in anything other than very special projeetion
lamps and the other design features which are
simultaneously necessary makes this type of devel-
opment very expensive.

It seems unlikely that much further progress ean
be made in developing alternative filament designs
such as triple coils for the tungsten filament gas-
fillecl lamp nor is there much scope for still further
reducing thermal losses at the filament supports
and electrodes. It would appear, therefore, that the
tungsten filament lamp will remain in its present
form and will continue to be one of the principal
light sources of the future in very many lighting
ffelds for it must be remembered that in a very
large range of lighting applications there is as yet
no alternative source with anything like the desir-
able characteristics of the tungsten lamp.

'We are forced therefore to look at the incandes-
cent radiator itself. There is no metallic element
likely to supersede tungsten as a filament material.
We may, however, ask ourselves whether selective
radiators of the type used in the original Nernst
glower or of other types yet to be studied offer any
possibilities. If we cannot obtain a higher filament
temperature and therefore a more effective trans-
formation of electrical energy into visible radiation
by temperature alone can we either coat the fila-
ment with a material which emits preferentially in
the visible region br can we prod.uce a new type of
filament made from oxides, earbides or other com-
pounds of high melting point and low volatility or
with selective radiation properties. It is easy to
say that this fielcl has already been investigated.
It is perhaps more true, however, to reflect that the
remarkable aclvances which have been made in the
tungsten filameut lamp have prevented serious
work on these other possibilities which did not ap-
pear to offer such immediate re'ward for effort as

continued. studies of existing designs. ff our think-
ing is to remain vigorous and fresh, we must not .

fail to re-examine methods which have been dis-
earded long since - for now, and,in the future, we
have more powerful means at our disposal for in-
vestigation anal research than were available to the
pioneers of the decades that have passed.

I
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Discharge Lamps

When we consider the electric discharge lamp we
are on much less sure grouncl. Only in certain

Eigure 1. Experimental mercury-f1ed high brightness speciffc directions are we limitecl by the,properties

$ tongster flament lamp. of matter. In other directions the free play of
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fesearch, development and invention will undoubt-
edly result in material advances in the efffciency,
performance characteristics and life of electric dis-
charge lamps.

Bodtium Lamps. - The most fundamental limita-
tion yet recorded in a practical lamp is probably
that imposed in the case of the sodium lamp by the
fact that the resonance doublet of the sodium atom
is produced at optimum efficiency at a very low
vapour pressure.

Movement in lamp design from the optimum con-
dition in the direction of lower or higher vapour
pressure or higher current density results in each
case in a decrease in the luminous efficiency. There
is thus set a limit to the maximum attainable effi-
ciency of the order of ?0 to 80 lpw for a lamp de-
sign in which the temperature of the containing
vessel necessary to give the requisite sodium vapour
pressure is obtained by heat absorbed from the dis-
charge itself.

ff one separates the heating effect of the d.is-

charge from the total power consumed. by the lamp
and. thinks in terms of maintaining the requisite
vapour pressure by external means, then still
higher effisiencies can be obtained by suitable choice

of the tube parameters includ.ing current de4sity.
So far, however, no practical lamp forms more

efficient than existing designs which give initial
efficiencies of more than 70 lpw have emerged from
such considerations aud it is unlikely that they will
do so. In any case no practical modification of the
sodium lamp has so far been conceived which can
result in other than the emission of the practically
monochromatic yellow radiation so well known to
all of us without a serious loss in efficieney.

Iigure 2. Air-cooled short arc mercury vapour lamp

therefore look forward with confidence to continu-
ous developments in the field of high pressure mer-
cury vapour lamps for general lighting purposes
as well as to continued development of special pur-
pose high brightness mercury lamps.

The association of highly efticient phosphors with
high pressure mercury vapour lamps has been prac-
ticed for many years. Developments are still taking.
place in this field and. many improyed phosphoiE$ '"

capable of materially increasing the red and blue "
radiatiorl from the mercury vapour lamp have beeuf t
developed and their properties are being examined.g F
Some of them have already found. their way into
mercury vapour lamps of improved colour and
other characteristics. It is anticipated that there
will be further material progress and that further
new mercury vapour lamps with the colour modi-
ffecl both by the addition of other metals such as
cadmium and zinc to the vapour phase and by the
modifying effect of fluoreseent powders on the
inner surface of the outer bulb containing the dis-
charge tube proper will emerge from the lamp re-
search laboratories of the world. There is no indi-

Mercurg Vapour Lamps.-,- When we turn, how- cation of finality.
ev€r, to the range of mercury vapour lamps we see rn view of the theoretical and practical develop-
at once that the possibilities have by no means been ments in mercury vapour arcs as brightness *oo"ou-*,
exhausted' The low pressure mercury vaygur $js- r propose to mention one or two points very brieflyl
charge is a most efficient source of ultraviolet T.diu: The iheoretical possibilities have been examined
tion in the region oI 2537 A, a characteristic utilized over a wid.e range of operating conditions and quite
so notably in conuection rrith the fluorescent lamp. an extensive practical survey has been macte of'When the mercury lamp is designed to operate at a short arc high pressure air-cooled mercury vapouu
pressure of between one atmosphere and j:". d-- lamps from about 100 watts up to 50 kw toaai"dl
mospheres quite high efficiencies can be obtained Brightnesses of the order of t.S X fOu can6les pe*r $.
and there are many tlesigns of loug life mercury square centimetre have been obtained with a type #vapour lamp on the market which operate at initial M.E. lamp of 10 mm arc length loaded'to B0 L;.
efticiencies between 40 and 60 lpw. Experimentally 'With a similar lamp with the a.rc length red.ueecl
lamps have been made with initial efficiencies to b mm the brightness would exceed 4 X 10b
greater than 70 lpw but these are of types which eandles per square eentimetre which is more than
at the present time have certain features which twice the brightness of the sun's disc as viewed
make them unsuitable for commercial exploitation. from the earth. ft is neeessary to emphasize that

Studies of tube design and particularly of elec- these are extreme eonditions which lie somewhat l

trode design have progressively resulted in better outside the region of practical lamp engineering i
maintenance of luminous flux over life and in at the present time. They indicate,- however, thi
longer lives. There is no indication that the pos- remarkable flexibility of the mercury vapour arc as d
sibilities in these directions are exhaustecl. 'We ean a light souree and its potentialities. Ai the other ,.'"9
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extreme, a 100-watt M.E. lamp with a 1 mm arc

can be made with a centre arc brightness of 5 X 104

candles per square centimetre, a remarkably high
figure for so small a lamP.

As far as I am aware there is no alternative
discharge lamp offering so many design possibilities
as the high pressure mercury vapour are. It has

been establishecl that both the centre brightness Bc
and the arc width'u)' athalf. Bc may be expressed
by simple relationships in which the only terms in-
volved. are:

L= atc length in cm
V = arcvoltage
I -'^- - drc current

These approximate relationships are :

Bc (stilbs) = 3.0 X (y)'" x ao.7

and

f r{ (cms): Y+#lzl
There are associated. properties, however, which

restrict the field of usefulness of these very high
brightness sources. A restriction in partieular is
the requirement that the high mercury vapour
pressure condition can only be d.eveloped by oper-
ating the lamp bulb at a high and even wall tem-
perature. The bulbs are therefore made from
quartz and a time measured in minutes is required
before fuII brightness is attained. While this time
can be reduced. to a very short orcler by bulb pre-
heating and by other means, the inconveniences of
such additional arrangements have so far prevented
many large scale installations of high brightness
air-cooled mercury vapour lamps. The applications
which have been found in a variety of optical in-
struments and for which the lower wattages of air-
coolecl M.E. type lar-nps are eminently suitable, i
however, point the way to further developments in
the future.

, The Gas Arc.-An interesting newcomer to the
fibltl of high brightness sources is the high current
density xenon or gas arc. This type of lamp has
two principal advantages over its forerunner the
high pressure mercury vapour arc, namely, that
full light output is obtained immediately the arc is
initiatecl and, secondiy, that the gas arc gives light

of daylight quaiity wirich thus maites it suitable
for both the projection and. the taking of colour
photographs. A disadvantage is the relatively low
arc voltage drop. There can be no doubt that very
few of the possibilities and potentialities of the
gas arc have been so far examined. It is therefore
reasonable to expect that the field of usefulness of
such lamps will be extended in the future.

Fluorescent tamps
In any continuous series of developments such as

those which gave to the world the mainF voltage
fluorescent lamp in 1938, it is necessary at some
stage to make decisions which rightly taken will in-
fluence the whole course of an ind.ustry for many
years to come and it is a goocl thing if when that
time arrives there are men with sufficient knowl-
edge, experience and courage to make these deci-
sions and abide by them.

By 1938 all the factors necessary for the produc,
tion of successful mains voltage fluorescent lamps
were known. Several suitable phosphors were avail-
able. Experience for a decade with alkaline earth
oxide activated cathodes had shown the direction in
which low current electrod.es could be developed
and the critical parameters of tube voltage and. cur-
rent were known from studies of the optimum eon-
ditions for the production of the ultraviolet reso-
nance radiation from the excited mercury atom.

As a result, certain dimensions of fluorescent
lamps were decided upon and while the range of
lamps has increased since L938 there has been no

change in the pririciples which were then usecl to
govern the deeisions. There have been improve-
ments - marked improvements - new phosphors

have emerged, new phosphors are still being devel-
oped, electrodes have been improved with conse-
quent improvement in lamp life and general lamp
performance. Such changes as have occurred there-
fore, have been in quality and not in type. They
have been evolutionary and not revolutionary. The
fluorescent lamp has taken its place as one of the
major lighting developments of the century. In
cases of this sort we do well therefore, from time to
time, to re-examine the position, to re-affirm the
earlier deeisions if an examination supports that
attitude, or to determine alternatvely if there are

new avenues which our preoccupation with the con-

tinued evolution of the present range of fluorescent
lamps has so far prevented us from exploring.

It is not my purpose to suggest what these

avenues might be. My thesis is directed as much to
myself as it is to all other members of our Society.

The fluoredcent lamp has openetl up such vast
potentialities for good in the fielcl of lighting that
we woultl not be true to our heritage in the lighting
world if we failecl to re-examine from time to time

f
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Figure 3. Original 5 kw gas arc lamp.
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Figure 4. Interior view showing illumination of vertical
surface.

the whole Phenomena of fluorescence and our prac-
tical lamp forms, for while standardization is essen-

tial to the commercial engineer, absolute freedom is
vital to the fertility of research.

. Lighting

The retnarks I have made in connection with
lamp developments in the fluorescent field can be
repeated. with even greater force in connection with
the application of light. From the oil lamps of the
ancients, through the flickering flame of the gas

burner, to that remarkable invention the ineandes-
cent gas mantle and. on to the modern tungsten fila-
ment lamp, we see employecl a principle which
apparently enunciated that an artificial light source
should be rnounted. in the region of the ceiling space
and arranged to cast its light in a downward direc-
tion.

With the ad.vent of the conception of brightness
engineering, which after all is but a new deserip-
tion of a particular aspect of illuminating engineer-
ing, increasecl attention is being paiil to the surface
brightnesses prod.uced by the lighting system and
the lighting system is more and. more fsing engi-
neered to give desirable surface brightness and
brightness ratios once the criteria for promoting
efficient seeing and comfortable and pleasing light-
ing conditions have been determined.. 'We are
therefore branching away, I believe, from the con-
tinous line of developrnent whieh I have referred
to, along a new avenue and. towards a new goal
which f am eonvinced will result not only in more
efficient illumination but in a greater appreciation
by the general public of the material benefits which
result from the proper application of artificial
light. I can see no limit to the development possi-
bilities in this field.

In this connection I would ask you for a moment
to reflect on tlre visual scene under natural condi-
tions. 'We tend to think of the sky as a source of
overhead ligliting and one object in very many
tighting installations has been to simulate this con-
ception by the regular placement of lighting fit-
tings to produce a pattern of relatively bright
sources over the entire ceiling areas. But if we look
again at the visual scene outdoors we realize that
in fact the illuminated area has the effect of the
projection of a vertical surface at right angles to
the plane of vision and that because of the curved
Furface of the sky enclosing the earth and the up-
ward cut-off of the visual meehanism due to the
bony structure of the forehead, we are not indeed
conseious of overhead illumination at all, although
it of course makes its appropriate contribution to
the overall effect.

, If now we turn our view indoors and contem-
plate the brightnesses of the surfaces inside a room fr
provided with adequate claylighting from vertieal
windows in the wall surfaces, we find that it is the
walls and not the ceiling which provides the bulk
of the reflected light. The illuminatiou from the
ceiling is of a secondary order and the ceiling
brightness derives its intensity from the walls, the
floor areas and the room contents, if those 4re suffi-

ciently light to contribute materially to the diffu-
sion of the incident flux.

It therefore seems to me that our thinking should
be directed towards a more positive approach to
the production of illuminated vertical wall surfaces
in those cases where the room geometry allows. 'We

neecl to stress more the horizontal component of our
illumination systems rather than the vertical com-

ponenL For such purposes one could hardly wish
for a more desirable light source form than that of
the fluorescent lamp. Such experiments as f have
personally been concerned with in this type of de-

velopment have led to most pleasing lighting effects,
Not only is the result of proclucing room illumina-
tion by the illumination of vertical surfaces efficient
from the point of view o{ reducing objectionable
shadows, it is also pleasing in giving a sense of
space and openness to the illuminated. interior which
is surely a desirable objective for the illuminating
engineer. By the production of adequate vertical
surface illumination, ease of seeing is promoted and

at the same time the lighting has the valuable
aesthetic quality of producing good modelling of
form and feature. f realize that in the Americas,

the approach to this problem of home lighting has

evolved. in the direction of the extensive use of table
and. floor standard lamps. But I am unrepen
in aclvocating the raclically different approach
trated.

As we return to the outdoor scene and

I
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Figuro 5. Outdoor sceue showiug partial
silhouette and, brightness contrast. Dis-
taut objects are seen in partial silhou-
ette whereas neai objeets &re seen as a
result of tbelr olin detail h brightness

and, colour contrast.

it with the thought in mind that the major sky area
appears to cousist of an illuminated vertical sur-
face, we yealize that distant objects are seen in
partial silhouette rvhereas near objects are seen as
a resuh of their own d,etail in brightness and colour
contrast. It is this property of the outdoor scene
which gives to it its character and beauty and
which has become so familiar to us as to pass al-
most unobserved. 'We do not reproduce this effect
or simulate its beauty by merely dilecting lignt ,

from ceiling-mounted. lighting fittings dr from
standard lamps or isolated points. It is only when
we realize the importance of the vertical surface,
and indeed its dominating influence as a low bright-
ness souroe, that our illuminating engineering
comes truly into its own" I believe that this is a
factor which has long been recognized in conndc-
tion with theatre stage lighting. The transforma-
tion from the gloomy efrects prod.uced by overhead
lights to the modern practice of using a very high
component of horizontal illumination results in the
vertical surface illumination characteristie of the
best stage lighting pr.actice anil to the charm and
beauty of the lightetl theatre scene.

'We have moved. a considerable way from the
coneeption that isolated points of light constitute
good lighting although it should be notcd that in
many parts of the world little praetical progress
has been made from this early conception except
in isolated instances. In the best practice at the
present time as much as possible of the available
Iuminous flux is direeted on to the road. surface at
angles which will produce in the eye of either the.
pedestrian or the driver of the motor vehicle a
luminous backiround against which objects are
revealed in silhouette. In this way it is consiilerecl
that the best utilization of the power available for
street lighting can be effectecl. We have thus moved.

through three principal stages in the history of
man's endeavours to conquer the night in his noc-
turnal wanderings.

The first stage was the one in rrhich torches or
other illuminants were carriett by the travellers
themselves to reveal otherwise hidtlen pitfalls in
their path. The seconcl stage, which still exists verly
largely in many parts of the world, is the one in
which relatively isolated sources of light produce
pools of illumination in otherwise dark roadways.
The third stage represented by the best practice is
the one in which the highway is lightecl in such a
way as to produce in the eye of the observer a
bi'ightness pattern sufficient to allow the safe move-
ment of traffic even at high speeds. f am not now
concerned with the rarious means by which this
desirable objective is achieved.

ft seems to me that there is a fourth possibility
ancl one which may eome within the realms of prae-
tieal politics in the future due to the advent of

Outdoor Illumination

The most important single outdoor lighting ap-
plication is that of street lighting. It is an aspect
of illuminating engineering which is of the first
importance not only on account of road safety but
also because good. public lighting materially in-
creases the amenity aspects of our towns and cities
at night.
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high-power highly efficient light sources. It is the
possibility of generally illuminating a town from
light sources rrrounted at much greatir heights than
are commonly used today. Already in Great Brit_
ain one or two interesting preliminary experiments
have been carried. out. Under conditions in which
the light source is outside the normal field of view
of the observer, gooil visibility results from much
lower illumination levels than are necessary where
the eye has to contend not ouly with the brightness
of the road surface, but also with the brightness of
the sources producing the road illumination. This
is of course a phenomena well known to those who
have travelled in open country by clear moon light
only. It is an aspeet which f commend for further
study on a practical scale.

Within the lifetime of most of us, the mounting
height of lamps used for public lighting has been
inereased from 10 feet or so, up to about 2E feet,
which is a figure used. in Great Britain for Class A
public lighting installations. The benefits which
resulted from this change were most noteworthy in
the production of better and safer road lighling
conditions. There is, in the author's view, however-,
nothing sacred about the decision to use a 25-foot
or 3O-foot lantern mounting height. The policy was
no doubt dictated. by the practical'difficulties of
mounting at materially greater heights. With much
greater heights for the light sources the spaeing
between sources would be inereased very materially
and much higher wattage lamps could be utilized
at each point.

I will conclude, therefore, by making the plea
that particularly where new public lighting is to be
installed and especially in connection with the
planning of new towns or urban areas, considera_
tion should be given to the concept of general town
illumination by light sources of fiign power,
mounted. at considerably greater heights than is
common practice today and that the town planning
itself should take into account of the lighting needs
just'as it has learned to take account of the needs
for such other essential matters as draiuage, water
supply, electricity and all those other public ameni_
ties which we accept today as of right. The public
has the right to the best lighting that we can at
present provide and to all the developments which
await us in the future. 'We are on the threshold, I
believe, of a new era in the application of artificial
light and of a new impetus in the furtherance of
these broad. humanitarian principles which underlie
and should stimulate the work of every member of
our Society.

f appreciate the opportunity which has been af_
forded to me of expressing my mature convictions
on a number of matters affecting the future of
lamps ancl lighting. f have spoken of what I truly

believe t^o be the possibilities which lie immediately
alr.ead of .us. Thuy are possibilities evolving from
the practices of the present day. Beyond that, no
man can say.

DISCUSSION
Wann Hanarsor.r*: It is indeed a pleasant thing to listen to
l reallr informing paper.by one of our goorl fiiencls, and aclistinguished authority, from overseas, aod not only rto suchinterchanges make their eontribution, Iarge or small, to
closer relations with other lancls but, 

"iro "u- 
in this caso wehave an opportunity to liarn much more than by just con-tinuing to listen to ourgelves talking to ourselves.

Dr. Aklington,s gtatement that we may be missing new
avenues in incanclescent lamp rlevelopment fy 

"et.iaiogwell worn paths is certainly a, intriguing: ooe. Fo, .";;;;
has the Nei:tst-glower principle ,aully b..o sufrcienfly re-
examined? Dr. Aldingtor reminrls us ioo that the maximum
obfainable gas pressure is generally clesirable in a tungsten
lamp but is kept down by the neetl for pipping off the
exhaust stem. f woulcl like to ask how LucU wouta tegaiuecl by doubling the customary pressuio. It seems to me
thaf the inclustry has surmounterl greater p"obh-;;;* til;
one of pipping off the stem.

Dr. Aklington mentions that no alternative light source
seems to him to offer so many possibilities as the high
pressure mercury. This is certainly truo for special applica-
tions but f woultl like to ask whether for general lighting
the effieiehcies obtainabte are likely to oxcled tuat if lni
fluorescent lamp.

The author nakes the most effective case that I have
heartl for having the preclominate light flux horizontal in
clirection so as to accent vertical rather than horizontal sur-
faces. I rather question the success of this proposal as
applied to strictly utilitarian lighting but ceJainly from
the aesthetic view there is much in its favor. For exaniple,
ean you visualize a room with an open ffre suspended in a
basket just beneath the ceiling with, of cou"se, a flue
tlirectly above it! Sueh a ffre woukl retain the interest of
the living flame but it woukl lose much of the charm of our
present freplaces which is due, in large measure, to the
clirection of light and the long, interesting shaclows which
are cast.

I shoultl like to propose that at the conclusion of the
iliscussion a formal vote of thanks be given to Dr, Alclington
for his most interesting paper.

M. N, WaTERMAN**: Dr, Alclingtonrs plea, in his very
stimulating paper, for a more positive approach to illumi-
natecl vertieal wall surfaces is congenial to what f notedin a very brief visit to England ancl the Continent this
spring. I notecl a strong interest ia what I woukl call the
"acceptabilityrt of lighting as a criterion in acklition to
simple eonformity to eertain specifications as to footcandles
antl brightness ratios. By .(aceeptability'I mean an effect
which is comfortable in the sense of giving aesthetic plea-
sure in addition to lack of pain. For example, many of you
are familiar with the stuclies by Mr. Kalfr in Holland of the
most acceptable pattern of color and brightness on a wall
panel in front of a jury of observers. As f recall it, the
observers are given opportunity to acljust both color and
brightness of surrounclings to a visual task before them and
to vote for their preference from the standpoint of their
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feeling of well being. In tsurope I saw installations of
the so-calleal ((cut-off" system of street lighting in which the

street lights are shielaletl to a much lower angle below the
horizontal than is usual in the Unitetl States. While I
realizs that this ttcut-off" lighting is more costly antl less

efficient in an engineering sense, nevertheless f fountl it very
comfortable ancl pleasing. I think this approach to street
lighting is another instance of experimentation towartl com-

fort in the meaning I have tlescribetl.
I, for one, am grateful to Dr. Altlington for the recom-

menclation he has piiven us for more aetive thought about
tho lightin$ of vertical surfaces for greater comfort ancl

pleasure.

R. 'G. Sr,luin*: It is almost impossible to tliscuss objec-
tively a philosophical paper such as Dr. Altlington's - if
one really knew the trencl of future scientific progress, he

woultl be a veiy important man intleetl. However, I have

on opeciffc comment to make - the suggestion that we who

spentl our fime in applying light share with Dr. Alctington
and other laboratories the burtlen of future lighting efrec.

tiveness. Efficiency is in eome cases not as important as

application utilization. This seems to be recognizetl by the
author in that the second half of the paper tloes not men'
tion efficiency at all while the first half is basecl on it.

Dr. Aldington does not paint too hopeful a picture of
the future of incanclescent lamps. Yet so many billions are

in use that even small increments in efficiency are important.
Englantl's utilization of 230 volts insteatl of 115 is a

iliscartling of ovor 10 per cent efficiency, more than the
overall tlevelopment aclvance in 15 years. ff we in the U. S.

shoultl suddenly shift to 230 volts, it woulcl cost us at least
70 mitlion tlollars per year in power costs alone. One is

constrainetl to ask if progress can be isolated from prac-

tices whic-h have grown arountl the procluct.
The thought is emphasizetl by an incantlescent-fluorescent

comparison. The latter is only three times as efficient - less

if ballast losses are considered. But in utilization efficiency
it is 5-10 times.as effective. Ilere one has the feeling that,
relatively at least, the goal of better lishting through im-
proved patterns 6f brightness, through spectral control, antl
so on, makes lamp efficiency improvement only half of a

team.
New light souloes such as the panelescent lamp also may

be consiclerod as an example of this thinking. Tor this
source, incandescent effieiencies seem a teriffc challeige,
fluorescent efficiencies extremely remote. But its inherent
characteristic of a large area. source suggests that the tlirect
protluction of 25-100 footlamborts may be a better way of
reaching certain illumination goals than the modifcation of
2000- and l00,00O-footlambert sources.

We are happy that the laboratories of Englantl are work-
ing strenuously towartl newer antl better light sources. It
gives us all a feeling that the limits of our profession lie
wholly within our own power; as we learn more ancl rnore

about what the eye neeals ard how, we will have the source

tools for our goals.

Jlurs M. McCulrocn**: Woulcl you please enlarge a bit
upon whether your suggestion for the lighting of vertieal
surfaces is offerecl in lieu of, or in arlclition to, the lighting
of horizontal surfaees9 f realize that you will probably
want to make a rlistinction between various applications.

*Sylvania Electric Productu fnc., Salem, MasB.
*tBallast Engiueerilg Div., General Electric Oo., tr'ort 'Wayne, fnd. *Author.

None of the several books on stage lighting with whicb
I am familiar aclvoeate specifically the lighting of veftical
surfaces, They are, in fact, much more likely to emphasize
the avoidauee of lighting the back wall. While it is true
that the autlience sees the vertical surfaces of the actors'
face anct figure, I believe that the aetors are marle more
visible in space by lighting from a cliagonal, rather than by
horizontal lighti:rg flux. Might it not be well to emphasize
an increase in flux other than vertical, allowing spilling on
vertical surfaces, iather than emphasizing the lighting of
vertical surfaees which might be interpreterl by many as
recommending the use of horizontal flux?

f thoroughly enjoyecl this arltlress anct thank the author
for it.

J. N. Ar,nrxcroNr: May I ffrst of all express the pleasure
lvhich has been mine in being asketl .to address this Confer-
ence. f have enjoyecl every minute of it ancl particularly the
contributions marle to the <Iiscussion.

Many of the comrients coukl no doubt be clebatecl at
eonsirlerable length with benefft to us all if timo and spaee
permitted. f will conffne myself uncler the circumstances to
dealing with the queries that havo been raisecl,

I was most. interestecl in the eomments of Dr, Warcl Ear-
rison. A gain of the ortler of 10 per cent woultl be possible
if we were to clouble the customary gas pressure in a gas-
fllecl lamp. There is, however, an upper limit to the pressure
whieh coulcl be allowed as obviously a lamp with a colel
fflling pressure greater than 1 atmosphere woulcl have an
explosive potential when acciclentally broken which woultl
increaso with increasetl pressure above that point.

With regarcl to Dr, Ifarrisonts question on the high pres,
sure mercury lamp, it was my intention to relate the design
possibilities with this class of lamp to alternative plain
tlisehatge lamps and it occurs to me from the question that
f must not have made this point clear. Ilowevor, in reply
to the question ielatiag mereury lamp possibilities to those
of the fluorescent lamp f am of the opinion that. for general
lighting mereury lamp efrciencies while of the same orrler
are not likely to exceed fluorescent lamp efrciencies, For
comparable waitage lamps they aro likely to remain some-
what lower.

I am very g:rateful for the support of both Dr. Ilarrison
and Mr. Marshall 'Waterman for my plea for a mote posi-
tive approach to the accenting of vertical wall surfaces in
appropriate surroundings.

Mr. Waterman mentions the European work on the accept-
ability of lighting systems. 'We in Europe, of course, for
street lighting have what we consicler very acceptable sys-
tems of street lighting employing the two extremes of cut-
off on the one hand ancl non-cut-off on the other. The gen-
eral thought on street lighting in your country, if f have
unclerstootl tliscussions with your enEineers aright, is to work
somewhere between these two systems. Of one thing f am
sure, we shall all benefft by the interplay antl interchange
of icieas on these matters between members of your Society
antl tha sister Society in Englanil.

Mr. Slauerts eomment on the use in Englancl of 230-volt
supply instead of the LlS-volt usetl in your country rnisses

f feel an important governing faetor antl that is the cost of
the transmission lines ancl energy convertors for the lower
voltage. This is such an overricling faetor that it has recent-
ly been decided that the ffnal obiective voltage in Great
Britain shall be 240 volts when it is ultimately fountl pos-
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sible to have a stanclartl voltage throughout the country'

'Ihe choice of 240 rather than 230 was I believe in part
governecl by the further saving ih copper obtainetl by choice

of the higher voltage. 
.While therefore I appreciate Mr.

Slauerts point of view regarding lamp efrciency, in our

view the other eonsitlerations far outweigh the one he has

brought uP.

The utilization factor ttat he mentions is to my mintl

much more important, so often is the improvetl efficiency

protlucetl by years of work on lamp tlevelopment brought to

trought by poor utilization!
Mr. McOulloch has alrawn attention to a lack of clarity

in my pfesentation whieh came from the neetl to make a

very broad survey in the shori tlelivery time which was

required by the organization of your Conference. Most

certainly ono has to distinguish between various applica'
tions in consitlering tho relative weight to be attachetl to

the vertical. component of illumination antl the horizontal.

This point is of course brought out also in Dr. Earrisonts
eontribution. What I have pointetl out is that untlue em-

phasis has been placetl historically on the clownwartl corn-

ponent of illumination.presumably tlue to the consitleration

that the sky was overhead ancl therefore proclucetl tlownwartl

illumination. I have sought to show that it is the horizoutal

component of the sky's illumination which is by far the

most important in protlucing the illuminatetl visual seene

both outcloors antl for the daylighting of interiors.
fn general the practical factors involveil in proclucing

adequate illumination of vertical surfaces will ensure the

simultaneous illumination of the horizontal surface - at

least such has beeq by e*perience antl I illustratetl this
point by mentioning stage lighting. I profess no special

knowletlge of this feltl. I woultl remintl ourselves, however,

that the quality of the visual scene on the theatre stage as

viewed from the autlience resultg from the eolour antl bright'
ness contrasts protlucetl-by the horizontal co-pooent of
whatever illumination is usetl. I entirely agree with Mr.
McCullochts statement of the case in regarcl to stage lighting
that it woultl be 

'well to emphasize antl increase any fux
other than vertical. This is of course a special example of
the general case whieh I have sought to present to your

Conference.
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